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This autumn Northern are collaborating again with 
Stockholm based design duo Färg & Blanche on 
the Loud Cabinet and Loud Sideboard.

Created to accompany their much-acclaimed bar 
cabinet, these pure and honest pieces let their 
natural good looks, and finely tailored details do 
all the talking. 

Crafted from oak, and available in a light oak, 
smoked oak or black painted finish, these versatile 
and contemporary free-standing pieces with push-
open doors, also contain bronze glass shelves so 
you can store treasured everyday pieces in style.
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Finally, the existing Loud Bar Cabinet, now 
comes in a light oiled oak and smoked oak 
option. Still with integrated metal edges and 
brackets to keep bottles and barware upright 
when on the move, this fun-filled drinks trolley 
always makes a statement. 

Whichever piece you choose, whether it’s 
the large Loud Cabinet, the elegant Loud 
Sideboard, or the distinctive Loud Bar Cabinet, 
each one serves multiple purposes and offers
timeless storage solutions that will fit effort-
lessly into your home. 

“This low and high cabinet 
bring softness to a room. 
Where a cabinet is usually 
very angular Loud makes the 
sides and front flow into each 
other in one go.” 
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Models and prices

Available:

October 2022

Retailers and distribution:

See details at northern.no
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Styling by Per Olav Sølvberg

Loud bar cabinet
light oak / smoked oak

NOK 28 990,- / SEK 31 990,- 
DKK 23 990,- / EURO 3 199,-

Loud sideboard / tall cabinet
light oak / smoked oak / black

NOK 44 990,- / SEK 48 990,- 
DKK 36 990,- / EURO 4 899,-



Färg & Blanche
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designer Fredrik Färg and designer Emma 
Marga Blanche, who was born in France. 
They established their studio in Stockholm in 
2010, where the designers work across a range 
of disciplines. Färg & Blanche launch their own 
design collections, produce limited art editions 
and collaborate with established furniture 
brands. Known for works that straddle the 
divide between understated luxury, traditional 
craft and contemporary Nordic chic, Färg & 
Blanche are a natural fit for Northern. 

Their cabinet series, Loud, is designed without 
embellishments and crafted with smooth 
contours. Loud speaks in a soft voice, yet clearly 
articulates cutting-edge style.



AboutAbout

The Northern brand was born in 
the studios of Northern Lighting, 
where a team of creatives have 
been illuminating lives since 2005.  
The new lifestyle collection includes 
furniture, lighting and accessories. 
Inspired by the pale beauty and 
rough-cut contrasts of the North, 
the Oslo-based brand is Nordic in 
spirit, yet global in style.
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